HOW THE MAINe WILL BE BURIED

The Engineering Miracles and the Ceremonies That Make the Destruction of the Tragic Wreck the Most Extraordinary Funeral the World Has Ever Seen

The Cofferdam About the Wreck Ready to Be Drained.

The Barracule Encrusted Stern of the Maine Which Will Be Towed Out to a Deep Water Grave.

That You Don't Weigh More After Dinner

The facny has probably arisen from the fact that after a man has eaten and drunk two pounds of food he doesn't weigh exactly two pounds more than he did before taking that amount of food.

This is due to the body constantly losing weight, whether one is eating or not. But for many by doing violent exercise, by perspiration through the skin, by the moisture and carbon-dioxide gases exhaled through the lungs.

That Cinderella wore Glass Slippers

This deeply rooted and well nurtured fallacy is one which can be convincingly explained. The old original Cinderella wore far slippers, a much more sensible foot-ear for a cold Winter's night, especially if one wants to dance and get back home without your guardian being any the worse. In the original French the words were "pantoufle en verre," and thus "fur" was changed to "glass."

That Sap of Trees Goes Down in Winter

It is not that the sap goes down in Winter—it merely doesn't go up. During the active Spring vegetation the sap goes up comparatively rapidly to help form new leaves and shoots and to replace evaporated sap. During the Summer the sap is kept up in normal quantity; and during the Winter it goes down. Millions of gallons of sap has been measured in the liquid fluid by the tree, decreases, and when Winter comes it becomes almost negligible.

That Her Name Was Joan of Arc

The error arises from Joan Darc or Joan Dar, in support of which we find that Professor E. R. Girard says "Jeanne Dar, known in England by a
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